BOAT CHARTER PRICING - 2020

The boat for hire is a 17ft Cathedral Hull powered by a single 90hp Yamaha motor. It is fitted with trim / tilt option & depth sonar allowing for easy access to shallow bays. The large motor and buoyant design allows the boat to travel large distances across Lake Jozini. The cathedral hull makes for a stable ride in any weather.

This boat can fish 4 comfortably for fishing hire and can seat up to 6 for a sunrise or sunset cruise. The pax number is based on average weight of 75kg = 450kg total. (pax number can vary slightly if kids are included – minimum age 4yrs).

RATES

HALF DAY
Hours: 6am – 10:00am or 2pm – 6pm
(these may vary slightly depending on time of year)
R500.00 per person (up to 5), minimum charge R2,000.00
Allowance of 1 tank fuel (25 litres)
Additional tank fuel (25 litres) charged at 650.00 or part thereof.

**FULL DAY**
Hours: 6am – 6pm (inclusive of a lunch break midday)
R800.00 per person (up to 5), minimum charge R3,200.00
Allowance of 1 tank fuel (25 litres)
Additional tank fuel (25 litres) charged at R650.00 or part thereof.

**SUNRISE / SUNSET CRUISES**
Sunrise 6am – 8:30am
Sunset 3:30pm – 6pm
R350.00 per person (up to 6), minimum charge R1,750.00
Allowance of 1 tank fuel (25 litres)

ROD HIRE - R125 /rod/day – Any lost or damaged tackle will be charged for.

PLEASE NOTE WEATHER CONDITIONS CAN BE UNPREDICTABLE ON JOZINI DAM AND ANY BOOKINGS ARE SUBJECT TO THESE CONDITIONS BEING FAVOURABLE.

PLEASE CONTACT JAY AZRAN ON +27 82 442 0290 / +268 7602 3085
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